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We report a crack-free controlled wrinkling method based on a bilayer film system. A liquid

UV-curable film is solidified on a uniaxially pre-stretched PDMS elastic sheet by UV-exposure.

Subsequently, the sheet is released back to its initial non-stretched state, which results in spontaneous

formation of grating wrinkles perpendicular to the stretching direction. An interface of gradient

interpenetrating polymer networks (IPN) is considered to be formed between the stiff UV-cured film

and the elastic support, which is practically beneficial for preventing crack formation and film

delamination during the strain relaxation process. The periodicity of the gratings is tuned by

controlling the thickness of the UV-cured polymer film and the amplitude of pre-strain of the elastic

sheet. The imprinting results demonstrate that these self-formed wrinkles can serve as a mold to

duplicate gratings by nanoimprint lithography. Furthermore, metal gratings are successfully fabricated

from the wrinkling molds.
Introduction

Periodic micro- and submicron-scale gratings have a large variety

of significant applications in optoelectronic,1–4 magnetic,5

chemical and biological fields.6,7 Approaches for fabricating

patterns are generally classified into two basic types: lithog-

raphy8–12 and spontaneous formation (self assembly).13,14 While

lithographic methods offer the advantages of high fidelity and

high controllability, e-beam lithography and ion beam lithog-

raphy have very low throughput and are thus limited to small

pattern areas. It is difficult to fabricate small-period gratings

using holographic lithography due to the availability of a

coherent light source. Nanoimprint lithography, soft lithography

and lithographically induced self-construction all require a pre-

fabricated mask or mold. As an alternative pathway, there has

been a growing interest in the spontaneous formation of periodic

micro- and nanostructures. Typical strategies are the self-

assembly of amphiphilic lipids, surfactants, block-copolymers or

colloidal particles into various patterns and periodicities. Self-

assembly is prone to unavoidable defects and has a limited degree

of pattern control. Chou et al.15 demonstrated a self-formation

method to generate sub-60 nm half-pitch gratings over large

areas through fracturing a featureless polymer thin film sand-

wiched between two flat plates.
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Wrinkling is a ubiquitous phenomenon from animal skins to

cloth for shrinkage in nature. In the past, wrinkling has been

commonly treated as an undesirable failure on surfaces because

of its irregularity and uncontrollability. Recently, various

methods have been developed to control the formation of wrin-

kles through thermally or mechanically contracting a two layer

system, an elastic sheet capped with a hard coating. In most of

the published work, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was used as

an elastomeric substrate and a metal film,16–19 polymer film20–26 or

inorganic/organic film27 was prepared as an upper hard coating.

Highly ordered structures were induced by the buckling of the

thin hard film owing to contraction of the underlying substrate.

These methods of controlled wrinkling have attracted significant

attention due to the applications, including stretchable elec-

tronics,28–32 eyelike digital cameras,33 cell alignment,34,35 tunable

diffraction and phase grating,36–38 and measurement of elastic

modulus.39–42 However, on further compression, the wrinkles can

evolve to yield folds and cracks depending on the elastic nature of

the layered materials. Stone et al. elucidated the mechanism of

the wrinkle-to-fold transition.26 The thin films with heteroge-

neous mechanical properties such as modulus, thickness or stress

will also spontaneously curve, roll-up or fold into three dimen-

sional structures such as cylindrical tubes, spirals or polyhedra.

These self-assembled or self-folded structures will be further

applied in microfluidics, tissue engineering and drug delivery.43–47

Since the hard film is intrinsically rather brittle, crack forma-

tion parallel to the applied strain is inevitable because of lateral

elongation of the elastic substrate48–50 as the strain is released. In

our previous work, we developed a hybrid nanoimprint soft

lithography mold, which was composed of a rigid feature layer

on an elastic PDMS support.51 This mold was fabricated by

forming a crosslinked polymer pattern layer onto the PDMS
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9603–9609 | 9603
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Fig. 2 Photograph images of (a) placing the pre-stretched PDMS slab
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substrate using a reversal UV-curable imprint process. In this

paper, a similar process was applied to solidify a blank film of

liquid UV-curable resin on a uniaxially pre-stretched PDMS

slab. Subsequently, the strain was removed from the elastic slab

and sinusoidal grating wrinkles with a well-defined wavelength

were spontaneously generated on the specimen surface perpen-

dicular to the stretching direction. It was considered that an

interface of gradient IPN was simultaneously formed between

the UV-cured polymer film and elastic support during the

solidification of the UV curable film. The gradient interface of

IPN effectively prevented crack formation in controlled wrin-

kling. The self-formed gratings by controlled wrinkling could

further serve as a hybrid mold for UV-curable nanoimprint

processes and the metal gratings were successfully duplicated on

a silicon wafer from the grating hybrid mold.

Materials and methods

Fig. 1 presents the fabrication procedure of the grating mold by

controlled wrinkling. The PDMS elastic sheet was prepared by

mixing Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning) in a 10 : 1 mass ratio of base

to curing agent, followed by spin-coating on a silicon wafer and

curing at 65 �C for 5 h. The thickness of the elastic PDMS sheet

(�0.8 mm) was determined by the spin-coating speed of the

PDMS prepolymer on the silicon wafer. The PDMS sheet, cut

into a 60 mm � 20 mm slab, was clamped onto a custom-built

strain stage and pre-stretched as shown in Fig. 2.

The UV-curable material was a home-made UV-curable

nanoimprint resist, composed of a low viscosity UV-curable

acrylated polydimethylsiloxane material, a multifunctional acry-

late cross-linker, and a free radical initiator. Two different

processes were used to form a rigid blank polymer film on the pre-

stretched PDMS slab. In the first process as shown in Fig. 1a, the

liquid UV-curable resist was spin coated on a bare silicon wafer,

and then cross-linked and solidified by UV radiation with an

exposure of around 300 mJ cm�2 in a nitrogen atmosphere. After

that, the strain stage with the pre-stretched PDMS slab (Fig. 2a)

was placed face down onto the spin-coated wafer. The weight of
Fig. 1 Schematic of the process of the controlled wrinkling by two

different processes. (a) A cured and solidified resist film transferred onto

a pre-stretched PDMS slab and (b) a UV-curable resist film cured and

solidified with a pre-stretched PDMS slab.

on a UV resist film spin-coated on a silicon wafer and (b) a controlled

wrinkling sample after the pre-stretched PDMS slab went back to the

initial non-stretched state.

9604 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9603–9609
strain stage helped bring the stretched PDMS slab into conformal

contact with the cross-linked resist film. Subsequently, the stage

was removed from the silicon wafer, and then the pre-stretched

PDMS slab was allowed to return to its original length by grad-

ually releasing the strain from the PDMS slab. In the second

process (Fig. 1b), the stretched PDMSwas placed onto a Si wafer,

whichwas pre-coatedwith a 200nm thick liquidUV-curable resist

film. After 10 minutes, the PDMS slab, absorbed with liquid UV-

curable resist, was separated from the Si wafer and then carefully

placed onto another spin-coated resist film with an intended

thickness. Then, the sample was cured by UV radiation through

the transparent PDMS side in a nitrogen atmosphere. After UV-

curing, the PDMS slab was separated from the silicon wafer and

the strain was gradually released from the PDMS.

The relaxed PDMS slab covered with the resist grating pattern

was treated by O2 reactive ion etching (RIE) and then coated
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of trichloro(1H,1H,2H,

2H-perfluorooctyl) silane by vapor phase deposition. This slab

was used as a mold to fabricate metal grating patterns through a

UV-curing nanoimprint method and lift-off. In the process, the

UV-curable nanoimprint resist was spin-coated onto a PMMA

film that acted as a lift-off layer and was imprinted by the PDMS

slab via a hybrid UV-curing nanoimprint soft lithography

method. The etching of the silicon-containing resist and PMMA

was carried out in a Samco RIE-10R machine. Typical etching

recipes were 20 sccm O2, 3.5 mTorr, 50 W power for PMMA and

5 sccm CHF3, 3.5 mTorr, 40 W Power for the cross-linked resist

films. A 50 nm thick Au layer was deposited by an e-beam

evaporator, and finally a lift-off process was carried out in

acetone to remove the PMMA and define the Au grating patterns

on the substrate.
Fig. 3 Photographs and SEM images of representative controlled

wrinkling results formed by two different processes: (a) and (b) are of a

cured and solidified resist film transferred onto a pre-stretched PDMS

slab; (c) and (d) are a UV-curable resist film cured and solidified onto a

pre-stretched PDMS slab.
Results and discussion

Fig. 2b shows a representative result after removing the strain

from the elongated PDMS substrate covered with a crosslinked

polymer film. The iridescent color of diffraction from the surface

illustrated that the micro- or submicro-scale periodic structures

were formed on the sample over a large area by controlled

wrinkling. The wrinkles formed in this system were attributed to

the mismatch of elastic moduli between a relatively rigid surface

layer with a tensile modulus of 216 N mm�2 and a

more compliant elastomeric substrate with a tensile modulus of

2.4 N mm�2. Upon lateral compression of this system above a

certain threshold strain, the planarity of the rigid film was

destroyed and periodic wrinkles were formed to minimize the

strain energy. In the first preparation process, we directly

transferred a 200 nm thick cured polymer film onto a 0.8 mm

thick PDMS slab elongated to 30% strain. The quite low surface

energy of the cured resist film (water contact-angle measurement

of 109�) and the tackiness of the PDMS ensured a complete

transfer of the cross-linked polymer film from the silicon wafer

onto the elastic slab. Both grating wrinkles and line defects

(perpendicular to grating direction) were observed in Fig. 3a and

b as the PDMS slab returned to its non-stretched state. These

defects were cracks of the cross-linked resist layer during the

relaxation process. The cracks were visible by eye. The SEM

observation shows that the crack was almost 1 order of magni-

tude larger than the periodicity of the wrinkles and the delami-

nation occurred at the edge of the cracks. The formation of

cracks was mostly attributed to the Poisson effect. The

contraction of the stretched PDMS led to a lateral Poisson

expansion perpendicular to the contraction direction when the

tensile strain was released, which ruptured the brittle cross-linked

polymer film.

In the second preparation process, the stretched PDMS was

first placed onto a 200 nm thick uncured resist film, which was

coated on a Si wafer. After contact for a certain time, the PDMS

slab was separated from the Si wafer and then carefully placed

onto another uncured resist film. Next, the UV-curing process

was carried out in a nitrogen atmosphere because oxygen

diffusing through PDMS can inhibit the free radical polymeri-

zation of the acrylated resist. After UV-curing, the PDMS slab

was removed from the silicon wafer and then the strain was

gradually released from the PDMS. No obvious cracks were
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
observed on the wrinkled surface shown in Fig. 3c and d as the

PDMSwas brought back to the initial non-stretched state. In this

case, the preparation process was similar to the sequential

polymerization method for the preparation of the gradient IPN.

Gradient IPNs are mixtures of cross-linked polymers in which

the concentration of one network varies across the section of the

matrix.52–54 They are usually prepared by diffusing a guest

monomer or oligomer into a preformed first (host) polymer

network for certain periods of time to establish a gradient profile,

which is then fixed to form the second (guest) network by poly-

merization of the diffused monomer in situ. Gradient IPNs can

be treated as a sequence of an infinite number of layers of IPNs,

whose compositions and properties vary gradually from the

surface to the core of the material. The cross-linked network of

PDMS was found to have an intrinsic high permeability for gases

and low molecular weight species, which allowed the low

viscosity UV-curable material to be absorbed and diffused inside

the matrix of the PDMS. The absorption of the UV-curable

material was studied by contact of the PDMS with the UV-

curable resist film spin coated on the silicon wafer for various

durations. The amount of the absorbed UV resist was deter-

mined by the measurement of the thickness of the film that

remained on silicon wafer after removing the PDMS. Fig. 4

shows the thickness of the remaining resist at various contact

durations. With a fixed initial film thickness, the absorption

caused the resist film thickness on the silicon wafer to decrease

gradually and significantly over time. For contact times longer

than 5 min, the film thickness gradually stabilized and the

absorption reached its equilibrium point. Generally, the diffu-

sion may result in a gradient profile of the UV-curable material

across the depth of the PDMS sample. During the UV-curing

process, the resist on the silicon wafer not only self-polymerized
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9603–9609 | 9605
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Fig. 4 Variation of the UV-curable film thickness remaining on the

silicon wafer for various contact times of the UV-curable film with the

PDMS slab.

Fig. 5 Photographs of the wrinkled samples with gradient interfaces

with different applied pre-strains and film thickness. (a) 400 nm thickness

and 20% pre-strain; (b) 400 nm thickness and 30% pre-strain; (c) 400 nm

thickness and 40% pre-strain; (d) 400 nm thickness and 50% pre-strain;

(e) 100 nm thickness and 100% pre-strain.D
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but also reacted with the resist molecules, which were diffused

into the crosslinked PDMS, and formed a gradient IPN.

In this case, the sample can be divided into three distinct

regions, namely, the rigid crosslinked polymer film, a compara-

tively less rigid interface of gradient IPN near the surface region

of the PDMS support and the elastic PDMS. The gradient

interface had a gradually changing composition from a rigid

cross-linked polymer to an elastomeric structure. It was consid-

ered that the elastic modulus at the interface was also varied

gradually so that an abrupt stress mismatch could be minimized

during wrinkling. It has been proved by previous simulation

works55,56 that incorporation of a graded interlayer between the

stiff top coating and elastic substrate can significantly reduce the

stress intensity factor of the system, and thus increase the resis-

tance of coatings to functional failure, such as cracking and

debonding. In practice, the interface of the gradient IPN was

beneficial for preventing crack formation or film delamination of

the two-layer system during the controlled wrinkling process. In

addition, the IPN provided an excellent bond for the two distinct

layers to ensure a complete transfer of the crosslinked polymer

film onto the elastic PDMS.

To assess how largely the gradient interface could improve the

cracking, we prepared the wrinkling samples with different pre-

strain levels and thicknesses of the rigid film. The lateral Poisson

contraction orthogonal to the pre-strain direction of the 0.8 mm

thick PDMS substrate almost linearly increased from 4% to 35%

with increasing the pre-strain from 10% to 100%. The cracks

were typically observed on the 400 nm thick rigid film even at a

pre-strain of <10% for the wrinkled sample without the gradient

interface after the pre-strain relaxation. The sample with the

gradient interface (Fig. 5a) did not show any visible cracks at a

pre-strain of 10% for the same rigid film thickness.57 At higher

pre-strains than 10%, the films underwent cracking and the crack

density was proportional to the applied pre-strain as shown in

Fig. 5b–d. These cracks were generated to relieve the strain

energy within the thin film as the strain exceeded the critical

value. For the thinner film with a thickness of 100 nm (Fig. 5f),

no cracks appeared at pre-strains up to 100%. This could be

attributed to the fact that the elastic modulus and fracture
9606 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9603–9609
strength of ultrathin polymer films would decrease, but the

ductility would increase with a decrease in film thickness. The

experimental results indicated that the gradient interface effec-

tively prevented crack formation and film delamination during

the strain relaxation process.

The dominant wavelength of the wrinkle patterns can be

predicted via well-established buckling mechanics according to

the following equation:58

l ¼ 2phf

ð1þ 3preÞð1þ xÞ1=3
"
Ef

�
1� ns

2
�

3Es

�
1� nf 2

�
#1=3

(1)

where l is the wavelength of the wrinkle patterns, hf is the

thickness of the upper stiff film, E is the Young’s modulus, and n

is Poisson’s ratio. The subscripts ‘‘f’’ and ‘‘s’’ denote stiff film and

substrate, respectively. x ¼ 5(1 + 3pre)/32 represents the large

deformation and geometrical non-linearity in the substrate.

From the equation, the characteristic periodicity depends on the

mechanical properties of the film and substrate as well as the

thickness of the rigid film and pre-strain of PDMS. Young’s

Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio are the intrinsic material proper-

ties and are fundamentally related to the materials used in the

experiment. Thus, the periodicity of the patterns is mainly
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 7 The effect of the crosslinked film thickness on the wrinkling

wavelength with a fixed pre-strain level of 20%. (a) Profile of wavelength

of the controlled wrinkles prepared with different UV-curable film

thickness in the range of 50–400 nm as measured by SEM. (b) SEM image

of wrinkled patterns formed with the UV-resist film thickness of 382 nm.

(c) SEM image of wrinkled patterns formed with the UV-resist film

thickness of 53 nm.
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determined by two factors: the thickness of the upper stiff film

and the pre-strain of the elastic substrate.

In our experiment, the periodicities of the grating wrinkles

were tuned by the film thickness of the UV-curable resist and the

amplitude of the pre-strain of the PDMS slab. Fig. 6 shows

experimental results of controlled wrinkling in the situation of

uniaxial strain with various pre-strain levels and a fixed film

thickness of 150 nm. The period was obtained frommeasurement

of an average of 5 peak-to-peak distances of parallel grating

patterns via atomic force microscopy (AFM). Fig. 7b shows a

plot of the wavelength as a function of pre-strain as measured

from AFM images in Fig. 6a. A three-dimensional AFM

perspective view and a cross-sectional profile of 950 nm period

wrinkles at a pre-strain of 10% are showed in Fig. 6c and d. The

sinusoidal morphology of the wrinkles was clearly observed by

AFM, and this profile was further confirmed by the imprint

results as shown in Fig. 8a.

The controllable thickness of the crosslinked film was easily

obtained by adjusting the thickness of the UV-curable resist film

on the silicon wafer through the spin coating process. Fig. 7

shows the controlled wrinkling results with the UV-curable film

thickness in the range of 50–400 nm at a pre-strain level of 20%.

The wavelength of the wrinkles in Fig. 7a was measured by SEM.

It was found that the wrinkles’ wavelengths increased from

464 nm to 2500 nm with the increase of the film thickness from

53 nm to 382 nm, and the wavelength was almost linearly

proportional to the film thickness of the spin coated resist. The

experimental data were generally in good agreement with the

theoretical prediction in eqn (1). Compared with the smooth

surface of the wrinkling patterns with a stiff film thickness over

382 nm (Fig. 7b), the patterns exhibited a rough and bamboo-like
Fig. 6 The effect of the pre-strain on the wrinkling wavelength for a

fixed UV-curable resist film thickness of 150 nm. (a) Plane-view AFM

images of controlled wrinkling specimens on PDMS, formed with various

pre-strains (indicated on the right in percentage). (b) Profile of wave-

length of the controlled wrinkles vs. pre-strain as measured from AFM

images in (a). (c) Three-dimensional AFM perspective view of a 950 nm

period wrinkled pattern formed with a pre-strain of 10%. (d) Line cut

profile of the corresponding image in (c).

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
surface as the stiff film thickness was decreased to approximately

53 nm (Fig. 7c). No obvious regular wrinkling pattern could be

formed when the film thickness was less than 50 nm. This might

be because the crosslinked film was so thin that it could not

impose sufficient constraint to the contracted PDMS to form

regular wrinkles.

Since the cross-linked film was composed of silicon-containing

material, the controlled wrinkling specimen could be directly

used as a hybrid nanoimprint soft lithography mold after O2 RIE

treatment and a coating of fluoroalkyltrichlorosilane release

agent. The O2 RIE treatment oxidized the siloxane into silica and

formed silanol groups on the wrinkle surface. The fluoroalkyl-

trichlorosilane release agent was covalently linked to the surface

of the cross-linked polymer film by vapor treatment. Fig. 8a
Fig. 8 (a) A SEM image of sinusoidal grating patterns with a period of

750 nm imprinted on a bilayer UV-curable resist by a controlled wrin-

kling mold. (b) A SEM image of Au gratings on a silicon wafer fabricated

from the corresponding imprinted patterns in (a).

Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9603–9609 | 9607
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shows a SEM image of the grating pattern on the silicon wafer

with a period of about 750 nm fabricated via a UV-curing

imprint process with the wrinkle mold. The imprinted replica

represented the negative of the wrinkle mold and reflected the

exact geometry of the mold surface. The cross-sectional view of

the imprint pattern in fig. 8a displayed a uniform wavy profile,

which confirmed the sinusoidal topography of the wrinkle

surface observed by AFM. A uniform residual layer of approx-

imately 40 nm thickness indicated that the height of the

controlled wrinkling patterns was uniform and the imprinted

features could be used for further pattern transfer. Au grating

patterns with a 750 nm period (fig. 8b) were successfully dupli-

cated from the wrinkle mold through a double layer resist system,

which was composed of the UV-curable resist spin-coated on a

PMMA layer for the lift-off process. In the process, the residual

layer of imprint resist was removed by fluorine-based RIE, and

then the PMMA was etched through by O2 RIE. 50 nm thick Au

was deposited on the etched features by e-beam evaporation, and

acetone was used as the solvent of PMMA for the lift off process.
Conclusions

We developed a crack-free, controlled wrinkling method based

on a two layer system, an elastic sheet capped with a hard

coating. A liquid UV-curable film was solidified on a uniaxially

pre-stretched PDMS elastic sheet by UV-exposure and subse-

quently the strain was released to spontaneously form grating

wrinkles perpendicular to the stretching direction. An interface

of gradient IPNs was considered to be formed between the stiff

UV-cured film and the elastic support. The experimental results

indicated that the gradient interface effectively prevented crack

formation and film delamination during the strain relaxation

process. The periodicity of the gratings could be tuned by

adjusting the thickness of the UV-curable film and pre-strain

amplitude of the elastic sheet. The self-formed wrinkles could

serve as a mold to duplicate the grating patterns by nanoimprint

lithography.
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